Nature Animator
Job title

16
Nature animator

(ML interviews of linked firms)
(SCIC EC interviews of linked firms)
Values and key-words
What do I contribute for Le Pays? What values
does this job stand for, that I represent ? (ESS link)
Job key-words

The most attractive

Train and form eco-citizens
“Make each and every square-inch of soil, each path
heard”
“Tell landscapes and monuments' histories and stories”

national et local context for this activity /
professional

5-year-old-plus jobs and job potential
Economical viability
Outlets
Structures that do offer such jobs

The newly implemented valorization of patrimonies
and green leisure has helped develop the job
Recruiting for 10 years
Association manager, team manager
Nature Houses, communities, nature protection
structures

Job definition

Tasks, assignments, missions :

Job specific conditions & characteristics

 Using his knowledge and background, the
animator strives to sensitize all publics to the
respect of nature.
 Discovery of fauna and flora through field trips
 Makes out interaction between geography and
history

Often out in the field, so has to face changeable
weathers; most of the time standing; lots of walking.

Flexibility (i.e. capacity to split a project into
various modules)

Salary, career perspectives and progression

Gross monthly beginner's salary : €1400

Recruiting

Formation, trainings
Pre-requisites

'bac' +5 expected or equivalent experience validation in
sciences and techniques;
BP (Professional qualification certificate) JEPS
BTSA ('bac'+2) Nature Protection and Management;
Licence Pro ('bac'+3) Environment protection
Licence Pro development and protection of cultural
patrimony, specialization in scientific mediation and
environment teaching.

Physical aptitudes

Must like working outside
have a passion for field activities

Behavior

Sense of pedagogy; curiosity, passion, creativiry;
ability to adjust to various publics
teamwork spirit
polyvalence (design and animation of activities)

Learnt competences & skills

Know how to sensitize, educate, animate
knowledge of existing nature protection tools
ability to design pedagogical tools

Job - trade
Competences close to the job (?????)
transferability
Mobility

Natural Reservations Curator or Manager
Eco-museums

Sources/resources
Already existing description files
Source websites
Job 'ambassadors'
Resource (contactable) people & agencies
Where to find information about that job

Phosphore.com- Jobintree-Onisep- Apec- Métiers de la
biodiversitéCNFPT-Répertoire AtenMaison de la Rance, Lanvallay

